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ACROSS
1. The theme of this puzzle, part 1 (Ex. 4.8.12)
6. Be upright
11. Mom
16. Unadorned
17. Crippling disease
18. Decorate
19. Allegro ___
21. Parasite
22. Evansville campus
23. Chiang ___-shek
25. Up to isomorphism, those real numbers that are not in 1-across (Ex. 4.10.15)
34. First-rate
35. T(sigma), e.g. (Fig. 7.4)
36. Gold coin of ancient Rome, worth 25 silver denarii
38. Characterizes exactly those spaces that are 1-across (Ex. 7.6.14)
41. __
43. __
44. Jr.'s Dad
45. "Lord of the Rings" villain
47. Actress Long
49. 1950 film noir classic
50. Clos
51. Nancy Boyd’s real name
53. Seed bread
55. Gun owner's org.
56. "Choquet-completeness" (Sec. 7.6) and "Local compactness" (Sec. 4.8)
57. Author Milne
58. One required not to win in 38-across, after 62-across
60. 58-across adversary
62. Author of theorem mentioned in 38-across (Ex. 7.6.14)
64. Sudden enlightenment, in Buddhism
66. Natives from Australia
68. Leather-piercing tools
69. 1-across e.g., as is every Polish space
70. "Fantastic Mr. Fox" author and family
73. Khan
74. Atomic Energy Commission
75. Infiltrated spies
79. Payments for speeches
87. Clumsy
88. "My Fair Lady" composer
89. Watson and Thompson
90. Ballerina painter
91. Feet wear
92. The theme of this puzzle, part 2

3. Fleming or McKellen
4. ___ de Janeiro
5. Listlessness
6. Dash
7. Also
8. French mountain
9. Clip
10. Count ___, Star Wars villain
11. California beach city
12. Hubbub
13. Memorandum of understanding
14. Mr.'s wife
15. Hydrocarbon ending
16. Chinese general on a menu
20. City in the northern panhandle of Texas
24. City in the northern panhandle of Texas
25. Holler
26. ___ Arbor, MI
27. Badger
28. Protective covering
29. Bony
30. Bourbaki’s nose
31. Shifting sand dunes
32. It’s done
33. Heavyweight martial art
34. Soaks up
37. Sea routes
39. James of "The Godfather"
40. Shouting for joy
42. Eta of an adjunction (Sec. 5.5.2)
46. Element of R
48. "A Clockwork Orange" narrator
50. Spotless, to Bourbaki
51. French cat call
52. Take ___ at: attempt
53. Congress approvals
54. Topical hyperbaric oxygen treatment
55. Competent
56. Appellation controlee
59. British drink
61. Ocean off Cal.
62. Night bird
63. Traps
71. "Fantastic Mr. Fox" author and family
65. Cooks with dry heat
66. Ferris wheel
67. Cry of delight
71. Countless
72. Single
75. Russian general
76. Single
77. Lower limb
78. Environmental protection agency (abbr.)
79. Cry of delight
80. "My Fair Lady" composer
81. Watson and Thompson
82. Ballerina painter
83. Feet wear
84. The theme of this puzzle, part 2

DOWN
1. Tempo
2. ___ mode